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I Rontgen's Great Discovery X-RAYS} 

X-RAYS.. In the early 90's of the 19th cen- the bright wall of the tube. So far this seems 
tury some leading men of science thought much like rays of light. At any-rate, we can call 
that all the really important discoveries in this unknown something rays cathode rays. 
physics had been made. But the discoveries One early investigator (Plucker) found that 
that followed in the H 0 w A 0 0 c T 0 R sE E s y 0 u R B 0 NE s cathode rays, unlike 
next few years upset light rays but like the 
everything that they ,electric current, could 
thought they knew be bent out of their 
about the constitution straight path by a 
of matter and the magnet. Others (Hertz 
nature of electricity, andLenard) discovered 
and the innocent little that the new rays, 
vacuum tube the again unHke light, 
Crookes tube was the could pass through 
centre of the whole dis- gold or aluminium foil. 
turbance. At length Sir William 

What is this won- Crookes suggested that 
derful Crookes tube 1 the cathode rays con-
Just a glass tube from sisted of something 
which the air has been the discovery of which 
exhausted and into Faraday had long ago 
which, at the two ends, foreshadowed matter 
or, at least, some dis- in a fourth state, 
tance apart, two metal neither solid, liquid, 
electrodes or plates are nor gaseous, but radi-
placed, held by wire ant matter, according 
c o n ne x i o n s f us e d to Crookes. 
through the glass. If Later Sir J. J. 
the air is exhausted Thomson and others 
gradually, while an elec~ric showed that Crookes's "radiant 
current is passed through, matter " consisted of streams 
certain beautiful luminous of fine particles, and that these 
phenomena, arranged in de- particles were the " atoms " of 
finite order with reference to electricity, or, as we now call 
certain definite dark spaces { them, "electrons." ·They are 
or bands, appear in the tube extremely minute bodies, but 
in regular sequence as the tl?-eir mass and charge have 
exhaustion proceeds. Just been measured with high ac-

. before exhaustion of the air curacy. 
reaches a point at which the ·For what is know11: and con-
tube resi~ts completely the jectured regarding electrons, as 
passage of the electric current, well as for the tremendous 
the glow within becomes ex- effect of the electron theory on 
tinguished as the dark space the theory of electricity and 
enlarges, and the walls of of the constitution of matter, 
the tube begin to shine with you must look elsewhere (see 
a golden-green light or phos- Atoms and Electrons ; Electri-
phorescence. city; Physics; Radium). The 

In that dark cell walled immediate practical importance 
with light, something is of ~he cathode rays arises out 
travelling like rays from the of the n~xt discovery made in 
cathode or negative plate to regard to them. 
the opposite end of the tube, In 1895 Wilhelm Rontgen, 
for a piece of mica coated The X-rays proceed from the glass globe a German physicist, found that 

at the top, and pass easily through the 
with phosphorescent powder, fleshy parts of the patient's body, but less when cathode rays strike any 
placed edgeways in the path easily through the bones. The doctor, on substance the impact gives rise 
f h d 

the other side of the cabinet, sees the f 
o t e suppose rays, will ribs and backbone as dark shadows, as to rays o an even more mys-
glow brightly, and a suitable shown in the lower photograph. Such a terious nature, called on that 
screen placed before the device for direct examination without the account X-rays X being used 

aid of a photographic plate is called a 
cathode will cast a shadow on " fluoroscope." in mathematics to denote the 

con t a in e~d In the Eas11 Reference Fac.t•lndez at the end of thl8 111ortc 
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